BRING JOY TO HOSPITALIZED CHILDREN

www.projectsunshine.org

Pediatric patients are being uniquely impacted by COVID-19.
Due to hospital restrictions around visitors, playrooms, and toys, pediatric patients are more
isolated than ever. Project Sunshine is supporting the needs of patients and their families
through this unprecedented time- but we need your help.

1,000%

200,000

surge in demand

Activity Kits to provide

Since early March, Project Sunshine
has experienced a surge in demand
for our Activity Kits from the 400
hospital partners we work with
across the country. These kits
contain safe, single-use craft
activities that hospital staff provide
to isolated pediatric patients.

We're seeking to provide 200,000
Activity Kits to hospitalized children
in 2020. While interaction with
hospital staff and family is
dramatically reduced, children still
need opportunities for play and
creative expression. .

CORPORATE ENGAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Your company can help Project Sunshine during this crucial time in so many meaningful ways. Your support
will benefit pediatric patients and frontline workers during the COVID-19 pandemic and recovery.

JOIN THE HEALING POWER OF PLAY CAMPAIGN

The Healing Power of Play campaign is an initiative to fund the distribution of 200,000 therapeutic Activity Kits and to
support the development of a remote TelePlay program that will connect volunteers to isolated young patients. Your
generous financial sponsorship will directly fund efforts to provide critical play opportunities to thousands of children.
Includes: Formal sponsorship recognition, impact report
Starting Donation*: $1000

SEND SUNSHINE FROM HOME
If you'd like to engage your employees in packing our Activity Kits, Project Sunshine will ship materials directly to the homes
of your employees. Our team facilitates virtual training for packing the kits and provides shipping labels for the kits to be
sent directly to medical facilities in need.
Includes: Hospital-safe materials, logistics management, remote training and facilitation guides, impact and follow-up
Starting Donation*: $500 per volunteer

PACK KITS IN SMALL GROUPS
Your office may be open with limited capacity or making plans for when you're all back together as a group. Project Sunshine
is ready to walk you through volunteering in accordance with CDC guidelines to send sunshine from your workplace.
Includes: Hospital-safe materials, logistics management, remote training and facilitation guides, impact and follow-up
Starting Donation*: $2500 for 10 volunteers. Please note we will cap the total number of volunteers at 50 people.

MISSION MOMENT
Bring the mission of Project Sunshine to your employees with our customized volunteer webinar. This virtual meeting with
a member of the Project Sunshine team will allow your employees to understand how our work has evolved amidst COVID19, and learn about ways your employees can support pediatric patients in their own communities.
Includes: Group facilitation from a Project Sunshine staff member, overview of the mission and COVID-19 response, and customized employee
engagement opportunities based on hospital partner needs.
Starting Donation*: $500 for 2 hours
*All corporate donations are 100% tax-deductible

